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How to make a Flybox  
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1. The Inside 
 

 

See Fig. 2: Base plate with throw assembly. The screws sticking up are for the Shock cord anchor bar.  

 

Base plate with throw assembly plus the trigger arm push bar on the left and the shock cord anchor bar 
on the right. The ruler shows the top of the trigger arm to be 19 cm above the base plate. 
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Top view of base plate with complete throw assembly and protective aluminium cover on the rear end. 

Both cheek supports are of the “narrow” kind. Alignment and centering is easier if one of them is an 

exact fit (extends to the edge of the base plate). Either way, the cheek supports should have properly 

square angles to avoid a crooked assembly.  

  

See Fig. 10: Trigger arm push bar. The screw on the left fits in an oversize hole in the bar and acts as a 

hinge. Alternately an actual hinge can be used. 
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Inside view with the metal trigger plate visible (see Fig. 5), after a ball has been launched and the rear 

end of the throw arm is fully “up”. When the box is armed (ready to throw a tennis ball), the tip of the 

throw arm is resting on the top edge of the metal plate. 

 

See Fig. 9: Shock cord fitting 
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The trigger arm should stick up a few cm above the fixed face plate. 

2. The Outside 

 

The base plate with throw assembly, and separately the complete Cover box. Remove the Cover box (as 

a whole) if you want to get access to the throw assembly. The trigger plate can be covered with ground 

rubber (official looking but expensive), an anti-slip sticker (cheaper) or multiple coatings of paint with 

saw-dust sprinkled onto the wet paint (cheapest, shown in top picture). 
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The cover box before mounting the trigger plate. The fixed front plate is not according to the drawing 
(11 mm thick) but 6 mm thick with an extra 6 mm strip only for the area where the hinges for the trigger 
plate attach. Both options work. The 11 mm plate is preferred. 

 

Nearly finished product with the trigger plate fully extended to show the wear strip. The only functional 

thing to add is a cover (fixed or hinged flap as shown in first picture above) for the top plate such that 

doggie feet can’t get stuck in the carrying slot. Now it is time for your own decorative touches. 







Fig. 3

Fig. 4














